enterprise

I government I charity I legal I conference centres I manufacturing I finance I construction I retail I utilities I sports/health I gaming

imagine if...
...the
technology
actually
worked

a

Included in
this project

avideo collaboration
aAV solutions
ameeting room design
adigital signage
aintegrated systems
atechnical consultancy
aproject management
aevents
AV hire

amaintenance/support
Contact our
projects team

Carillion Communications delivered and configured the latest in
video and collaboration technology for Value Retail throughout
Europe, sixteen Microsoft Surface Hubs.
Value Retail is the only company to specialise exclusively
in the development and operation of luxury retail outlet
destinations, the Village Collection, in Europe and China.
The challenge was to commission Surface Hubs in major
cities around Europe in a tight timescale, just seven
days, with minimal disruption to Value Retail’s critical
collaboration and meetings programme.

Dedicated Carillion installation and quality
assurance teams
Carillion was able to meet the challenge primarily
because it uses only its own expert staff to install and
configure audio visual technology, wherever the project.
A 4,500 mile round trip included cities such as Paris,
Madrid, Barcelona, Milan, Frankfurt, Munich and
Brussels where Value Retail now use the Surface Hub
for regular meetings in which they make the most of the
multi-faceted Surface Hub.
Value Retail Project Manager, Pete Baxter, says
“We’re delighted with the efficiency – Carillion worked
well with the sites and communicated regularly with me
– turned up when agreed and followed all the build and
test plans. We cannot fault the process.”
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Project overview
Project:
Upgrade A/V equipment
Objective:
Improve training environment
Location:
UK HQ at Cirencester
Tech spec:
24/7 screens
4K UHD res
1.9mm bezels
500 nit brightness
Cloud based content
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installations
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project services

Carillion install 14
Surface Hubs Surface
Hubs in major cities
around Europe
In just 7 days

8
cities
across europe
7 days!
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